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Tiet list summoenrs war 2020

There are so many monsters in the Summoner war, and it's hard to decide who's the best in PvE. With this tier list, I'll show you who's the best of the best, and who... Not so good. Please note that this is PvE in general (we are not specifically looking at any one area) and I will stay away from the mess
that is PVP. This list won't cover every monster in the game - there are a lot of useless 2-3 stars and even 4-star star monsters - but we'll put a significant amount in. This means that the monster that has A-level D-level in PvE can easily hit the S-level for PVP, and vice versa. S-Tier This is where the
creme de la creme units are. If you pull any of them, then you virtually guarantee that you will get a massive leap in progression. Lushen (Wind Joker) - It's no secret that Lushen is one of the best monsters out there, and for good reason. His third skill, Amputation Magic, attacks all enemies 3 times. But
here's the thing - each strike completely ignores their defenses, and even inflicts more damage with the defense Reducing the Debuff on the enemy! He can easily clear the garbage waves before getting to the main boss. Lin (Light Amazon) - Although she's a 3-star monster, Lin has nothing to mock! All
three of her skills scale away from the HP max opponent, which means you don't have to build it with ATK in order to get her to do huge damage. I've seen my Lin pull out more than half of the HP giant in the closing stages before. Lauren (Light Cowgirl) - Like Lyn, she's a three-star monster, but her
passive is where he really is. Her passive, Chaser, will reduce the enemy's defense, which she attacks during 1 turn, and also reduces their attack bar by 20% per hit! When you remember her first skill attacking three times, you will realize how good it is. Lapis (Water Magic Knight) - Lapis is a free block
that the game gives you after cleaning Mount Siz for the first time. Although you would think she's mediocre, she's actually very good, especially in the early-game farmer experience for Faimon Volcano! All three of her skills have hit several enemies, and two of these three reduce attacking bars. Her third
skill also happens to heal herself through the damage she deals with, too! Halleon (Captain Water Pirates) - Listen, Halleon is one of the best units out there and he's only four stars. His third skill, Time to Loot, will both increase the attacks of all the Allies of the Power and reduce the defense of all enemies
in the same skill, greatly increasing the damage that he and his allies will have to deal with. I've been Galleon-less for 3 years, and the moment I pulled it out, my fastest GB10 time dropped for at least 30 seconds. Colleen (Fire Harpu) - I know, I know, a 2-star monster makes it S-level. But listen to me!
She's actually great! Her first and second are important (and are multihit) required for NB10, and her third skill, Fire Dance, is on a 3-turn cooling. Considering that heals everyone at 25% of their Max HP and gives a 3-turn attack a positive effect, that's really good! Chasun (Wind Sky Dancer) - Although
Chasun has fallen out of meta these days, that doesn't mean she's not very good. Her second skill, Amuse, heals all allies by 20% of her Max HP, increasing their attack power over 2 turns, but the real pleasure in her third skill, Blossom Fallens. It balances HP and the attacking bar of both itself and
another ally to make it higher than before. Bernard (Wind Griffin) - Bernard will actually be a great help to you, from hacking in GB10 to the endgame of PVP. His second skill brings the defense and attack break to a single kick. His third skill, meanwhile, increases all attacks by his allied bars by 30% and
their attack rate within 2 turns. Belladeon (Light Inugami) - Belladeon is actually very good. Her first skill brings Defense Break, her second skill removes all the beneficial effects on the enemy, and her third skill heals everyone by 30% of their HP and increases their attack bars by 30%. It will be an integral
part of your GB10 starting team! Baretta (Fire Sylf) - Baretta is actually a fused four-star unit, and it will end up being great for breaking into the Ascension Court! Not only is his second skill to completely reset the enemy's bar attack, but his third skill, The Fury of Phoenix, plants not one but two continuous
damage impacts on all enemies over 3 turns! Put the desperation of the henes on him, and he will be perfect! Megan (Mystic Witch) - Megan will serve as an excellent unit for your DB10 starter team. She's a three-star monster, too. Her second skill, the poison toad, removes the positive effect of the
enemy (which is ideal for DB10). Her third skill, The Strengthening Spell, meanwhile, increases the attacking bar of all her allies by 20%, while increasing the attack and defense of these allies by 2 turns. Mav (Wind Penguin Knight) - Mav is a little pengs that could! His second skill, Declare War, heals
himself at 25% of his HP, and has a 75% chance of provoking the enemy to turn. His third skill, Wings of the Wind, removes one harmful effect of all allies, reduces their cool time skill by 1 turn each, and increases their attack rate by 2 turns. This makes it really good for the Ascension Court, especially
because of its provoke. Sigmarus (Aquatic Phoenix) - Oooh, I actually love Sigmarus! He's a alloy monster nat5, and I have to say he's really good. His third and second skills both scale away from the opponent Max HP, making it a great source of damage. Both skills also deal with Freeze on enemies.
But wait, that's not all -- his Skill, Ice Volcano, attacks all enemies; it reduces their attack by 2 turns, and freezes them on one turn if they land a critical hit. Scogul Skogul Giant warrior) - Oh, he's great! Skogul, a four-star monster, is all about throwing your stone in the air. Basically, his second skill, Atlas
Stone, involves throwing his stone in the air. In the next turn, however, the stone descends from the sky and attacks all enemies, doing damage based on its HP max. The damage is also very good. Teshar (Wind Phoenix) - Teshar is a good monster, he just ... his AI. His third Tempest skill attacks all
enemies, becomes instantly reusable if he kills the enemy with him, and increases his bar of attack by 20% on a dead enemy. It's just that his AI is so stupid. He will have a lot of enemies on low HP, and he will use one of his two single-goal skills, despite the fact that he can clearly hit Tempest and then
instantly use it again the next wave. Theomars (Water Ifrit) - Listen. It's no secret that Theomars is an absolute cancer, and for good reason. This is mainly due to his passive, Elementary King, in which he always gets an elementary advantage when attacking the enemy. But wait, that's not all! When he
gets an attack that would be fatal, he gets Endure on one turn, making him immune to death. Unfortunately, this part of Endure its passive has 10 turn cooling. Verdehile (Fire Vampire) - Verdehile is definitely one of the best four-star monsters out there, and for good reason! Not only is he rafting, but his
passive prowess, boiling blood, will increase the bar of attack of each of his allies by 20% with each critical blow he hands; and both skills struck twice! It will prove to be very useful in the DB10. Verad (Water Dragon) - Verad is a good monster and he is definitely good at the Ascension Test! His third skill,
Absolute zero, attacks all enemies, drops the bar to attack them to zero, and freezes them for one turn. So basically, not only are they not allowed to get a turn when their attack bar completely fills up, they still miss the turn! Ayross (Fire Dragon) - ayross is also good, although it looks like its own water
broth. His third skill, Fiery Breath, attacks all enemies, inflicts huge damage on them all and dropping their cooling to the maximum. It's really fun to watch everyone die. Fran (Light Fairy queen) - I know I'd get a lot of reaction if I didn't include Fran, and to be honest, I can understand why. She's just so
good! Her first skill reduces attacks and attack bars, her second skill completely removes all debuffs from an ally and heals them based on her power attack. But her third skill heals all allies, giving both increased force of attack and immunity for 2 turns. Isis (Light Desert queen) - I know she's not the unit
that you'll see on many top-level lists. But I just felt like she was really good, her third craftsmanship, Gaze of Oblivion. It puts Oblivion and Silence on all enemies for 2 2 which means they can't use their second and third skills or liabilities, which is great! Talia and Sabrina (Water Chakram Dancer and
Boomerang Warrior) - The dancers Chakrama and the Boomerang Warriors are some of the best monsters out there, because of their mechanics, where they attack together in the same team. Talia and Sabrina are the best duo together because passive Sabrina inflicts damage on enemies without



beneficial effects, and takes less harm from enemies with beneficial effects. Hertait (Emperor of the Dark Lightning) - While there's a good chance you'll never get it (due to being a dark nat5), Herteit is definitely one of the best monsters you can pull out. His third skill, Infinite Desire, will absorb 25% of his
attack power and defense for the knowledge he consumed by taking him away from the enemy; as well as stealing all the useful effects and giving yourself another twist if he has 5 knowledge. Sure, it's only 10% if it's on the monster boss, but it's still crazy. Camilla (Water Valkryja) - Camilla isn't the
biggest these days, but she's still very good. Her second skill, water printing, deals damage based on the ultimate HP enemy, but the real meat of her kit is her passive, First Aid. When it is hit critically, it reduces the damage it takes in half and removes all harmful effects. Yes, every time she came under
the crit, all the harmful effects disappeared. Yes, it restores 10% hp every step. Turn.
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